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ABSTRACT
MNODE is a zero-fee, close-ended, tokenized Masternode fund that provides investors with diversified
exposure to passive coin income. A Masternode provides key services to a blockchain for which it
receives block rewards. However, Masternodes are often inaccessible to the average retail investor, as
they require large initial capital investments and technical knowledge. The Masternode Fund is a new
type of investment vehicle: by purchasing the Masternode Fund Token (MASTER), investors are
entitled to receive passive income obtained from a balanced portfolio of selected

blockchain

technology projects. It leverages Masternodes, a state-of-the-art blockchain technology which offers
numerous benefits to its parent blockchain including transaction privacy, instant transactions, and
efficient governance. More precisely, the fund will leverage its expertise in blockchain technologies to
overcome the technical difficulty in setting up, running, and monitoring these masternodes. The fund
can fulfill the collateral minimum requirement of Masternode coins that an individual could not afford
alone. The investment in Masternode coins will rely extensively on data analytics and financial
engineering to maximize ROIs with stable token price. Uniquely, the fund has zero management fee
and zero performance fee, whereby all costs are covered by collecting a fraction of the block rewards.
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DISCLAIMER
This communication is not an offer or solicitation to sell securities. This communication is intended
solely to describe the MNODE Fund Token and matters related to its development and introduction
into commerce.
The statements contained in this communication are exclusively opinions and forward-looking
statements, are made only as of the date of this communication and are not intended to be relied on by
any person in connection with such person’s determination to purchase or sell Masternode Fund
Tokens. When made, all offers to purchase Masternode Fund Tokens will be made solely to persons
legally permitted to purchase Masternode Fund Tokens and will be pursuant to definitive documents
and agreements clearly labeled as such and subject to all terms, conditions, disclosures, qualifications
and risk factors contained therein.
NDA. All Confidential Information disclosed to the Recipient will be used solely for the purchase of
MNODE Fund Token and for no other purpose whatsoever. The Recipient agrees to keep the
Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information confidential and to protect the confidentiality of such
Confidential Information with the same degree of care with which it protects the confidentiality of its
own confidential information, but in no event with less than a reasonable degree of care. Recipient shall
not make any copies of Disclosing Party's Confidential Information. At the request of Disclosing Party,
Recipient shall return to Disclosing Party all Confidential Information of Disclosing Party (including any
copies thereof) or certify the destruction thereof.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Why do we take financial risks? In the end it boils down to one goal: Financial freedom. In today’s
world, the vast majority of individuals are full-time employees with a family. While regular income is
needed to buy houses, cars, and raise children, their savings are often limited due to government taxes
and the low Return on Investment (ROI) offered by centralized institutions (e.g. banks). Moreover, they
do not have time to study or participate in financial ecosystems such as trading and long-term
investments. The stock market, appreciated by top bankers and traders, is often out of reach for the
average person. Blockchain and Initial Coin Offerings enable a broader access to investment
opportunities.
Currently, most investors only participate in the cryptocurrency market through the purchase of utility
tokens from specific ecosystems, hoping the coin or token will appreciate through increasing market
demand. Hence, the cryptocurrency market is mostly focused on pure capital appreciation, either
buy-and-hold or day-trading. Both strategies contain certain inherent risks which can now be
neutralized by a passive income portfolio.
The Masternode Fund (MNODE) is a zero-fee, closed-end, tokenized Masternode fund designed to
earn the passive income by putting your crypto to work. It focuses on running a portfolio of Masternode
coins with high ROI while maintaining a stable long-term price appreciation. We run Masternodes to
earn block rewards periodically and independently of market fluctuations.
MNODE has no management fee, no performance fee, no broker fee, no exit fee, no any fee. All
remunerations are strictly based on the reward of master nodes, and paid (deducted) directly from the
total rewards. Dividend payouts will be distributed automatically, and proportionally to investors’
contribution and amount of token in his ownership. Ones rewards are received from the masternodes,
distribution is executed automatically through smart contracts. Token holders are at liberty to earn
market profits by selling their tokens on exchanges at any time without exit or broker fees. Our system
even supports withdrawal in ETH with the net asset value of the fund via Share Buying/Selling smart
contract as well as other currencies (e.g. BTC) at market price via the fund's liquidity mechanism or API
linked exchanges.
MASTER is the token of the Masternode Fund. The value of the token is tied directly to the valuation of
the fund. Fund tokens can be acquired during the Initial Coin Offering (ICO), which is a one-off,
closed-end offering. Fund tokens issued, will represent a participant's share of the total portfolio, which
in turn affects the proportions of dividend payouts. 97% of the total amount raised during the offering
will go directly towards acquisition of assets under management (AuM).
Our goal is to generate stable cash-flows by collecting rewards from masternodes, and to limit the fund
exposure to market volatility. We follow a balanced approach building on qualitative and quantitative
insights to optimally allocate the capital among the hundreds Masternode-enabled cryptocurrencies.
The MNODE team will invest substantial amount time upon ICO completion to ensure
market-attractiveness of the Masternode fund to ensure growing demand and awareness. Marketing
activities to attract more investors through campaigns and press-release on overall performance, new
masternode acquisitions and general market trends will be produced. MASTER token holders will be
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able to view detailed information on their holdings and masternode portfolio composition on the
Chainfund website.

INVESTOR OVERVIEW
The participants of MNODE fund are the holders (investors) of MASTER tokens. The benefits of
investors include:
●

Token holders gain exposure to passive rewards of Masternode coins by staking their MASTER
in the fund (interface is available via smart contract and our website), and may also benefit from
the increase of the underlying coin value appreciation.

●

Token holders are able to trade their tokens on cryptocurrency exchanges, and can withdraw
their tokens via liquidation option of the fund, with zero fee. Only unstaked tokens can be
traded in exchanges. Tokens bought directly in the fund are in stake by default. Token
acquired through an exchange can be staked via our website or via Ethereum smart contract.

●

The fund aims to maximize passive rewards while ensuring a stable MASTER market price. The
fund has no incentive to take unnecessary market risk and it does not collect performance fee.

●

Syndication enables large fund supplying the collateral power (larger amount of staking coins)
that ensures the masternode requirements and highest reward structure, which would
otherwise be too pricey for the average investor.

●

The Chainfund team is composed of talented and experienced technology and finance
experts. It has successfully launched chainfund.ch which has raised more than USD 1 million
from private investors within few months. This experience, network, and marketing capacity will
significantly ensure both the technical stability and the financial stability of our masternodes.
Extensive research and due diligence on selected portfolio will ensure highest returns, at
lowest risks possible (diversification).

●

In the changing landscape of blockchain ecosystems, the fund will underpin the growth of
sustainable blockchains in general, and Masternode technology in particular to increase
scalability and functionality of the decentralized economy, which in turn will reward the
investors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Rise of Masternodes and Sustainable Income
Masternodes. Masternodes are available in some PoW and PoS blockchains. There are 2 types of
computers securing a blockchain:
1.

The nodes are the workers of the blockchain; they prevent double spending and secure the
blockchain. Nodes get rewards by contributing to block creation and network consensus. In
PoW, nodes are miners and in PoS, nodes are staking wallets.

2. Masternodes are the warehouse of the blockchain; they perform different types of services,
such as Instant Send, Private Send, and storage of the full blockchain, for which they receive
block rewards. Masternodes are full nodes in both PoW and PoS.
Masternode rewards are generally larger than normal node rewards. But running a masternode
requires to have a high amount of the native coin as collateral. Masternodes can be neither miners in
PoW blockchains nor stakers in PoS blockchains. If the staking amount is larger than the collateral
required, we have to open new Masternodes. For example, if we invest $2100 and the collateral
required is $1000/Masternode, we open 2 Masternodes and have a spare amount of $100. The only
way to earn passive income from this spare amount is staking in normal nodes in PoS blockchains.
The figure below illustrates a typical process to generate passive income with Masternodes: 1) Buy a
Masternode coin (DASH, Pivx, Sys, etc.) from market, 2) Stake coin in a wallet and setup necessary
servers (Wallet server, validation server, etc.), 3) Masternodes will validate blockchain transactions , 4)
Receive block rewards in native coin.

Figure 1. Generative passive income with Masternodes

The Masternode Market. The total number of Masternode-enabled projects increased from 127 to 362
in just more than 4 months (02/21/2018--30/06/2018) with 200,000 Masternodes online. This recent
increasing development will continue and tilt toward PoS. On contraire, PoW is well-tested and used in
many cryptocurrency projects. However, the high energy cost, increased strain on the environment,
increasing centralization of mining operations, and low transaction throughput will likely make it
unviable in the long run. The PoS algorithm on the other hand, provides a more scalable solution with
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higher transaction throughput, and less energy consumption, environment-friendlier. Also the Ethereum
project, as part of their planned transition to PoS end of 2018, shifts toward this more efficient
algorithm.
The income of masternodes comes not only from passive rewards, but also from their positive market
return. Smart money is getting more and more excited about masternodes as PoS becomes more of a
norm.The table below illustrates the monetary benefit of some masternode coins with stats from
https://masternodes.online/ and https://masternodes.pro/ on 01 August 2018.
Please note that the below table only represents a partial view on the market.
Yearly Income

Reward

Collateral Required

(1 Masternode)

Frequency

(1 Masternode)

Dash

$15,108

8d

$216,139

$1.7B

PIVX

$1,401

22h

$18,326

$104M

Monetary Unit

$5,748

1.5h

$29,036

$8M

Coin

Market cap

1.2. Why a Masternode Fund
Masternode Fund is a new type of investment providing a way to earn a solid passive income in
addition to the possible appreciation of the underlying token itself. The problems solved by the
Masternode Fund are:

Seamless running and monitoring of Masternodes
Setting up a masternode remains technically difficult, making it an unlikely choice for everyday
investors. A masternode needs dedicated server rig, 24hr uptime, and often static IP addresses.
In addition to the technical complexity, a certain amount of collaterals (coins) are required to be able to
setup a masternode, e.g. Dash requires 1000 of its coins, at current market rate USD 242 and unlikely
investment the average trader will afford. Furthermore the risk in that case is high since no
diversification is given with 1 coin-masternode. There are open services such as a masternode pool
where multiple parties pool their stake to meet the minimum requirement and share dividends.
However, users are cautioned to trust any such services at their own risk.
Our Masternode Fund leverages smart contracts to bring accountability and trust to the participants; i.e.
all the investor contributions are protected by smart contracts and holdings/ returns cannot be
manipulated or tempered.

Power of syndication
The initial stake required for a masternode is prohibitively expensive (like DASH currently). The size of
the Masternode Fund, a result of the syndicated contributions made by many participants, enables 1)
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the collateral requirement to employ a masternode, and 2) investment in multiple masternode to
diversify. The Masternode Fund is an example of syndication. Through the ICO, participants will
effectively pool their investments to create a sizable fund to unlock access to the diversified passive
income structures of masternode coins.

Algorithmic portfolio management
Masternode coins with high passive rewards require high minimum staking collateral. However, the
sizable portion of tokens held by masternode operators may create large short-term volatility in token
price given the decrease of tradable supply. Moreover, holding a large amount of single asset, and thus
single source of risk, also decreases the liquidity of the fund.

1.3. How MNODE works
Aware of the above challenges, we designed a portfolio comprising of multiple masternode coins, with
periodic rebalancing, maximizing the reward collection, ensuring diversification, and maintaining a
stable market price.
Chainfund's team has strong expertise in financial analysis and data science on which to rely for the
choice of masternode coins. For example, coins are selected according to many criterias such as
volume, number of exchanges, quality of exchanges, quality of the team, future of the project,
competition and innovation. More details on the portfolio strategy are available in Section 2.
The block rewards will be distributed to the fund participants in an automated process: 1) Investors buy
and stake the fund tokens (MASTER) to MNODE Smart Contract, 2) MNODE uses the investments to
buy Masternodes and earn block rewards, 3) Rewards are collected and credited to staking wallets
bi-weekly. The Figure below illustrates this process. The staking wallets can be claimed at any time.
Tokens with longer staking duration earn more rewards to ensure fairness. More details are available in
Section 3 and Section 6.

Figure 2. How MNODE works
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1.4. Value proposition of MNODE
MNODE is a Tokenized Masternode Fund with the following unique features:
●

No technical knowledge required

●

Only small minimum investment needed

●

Diversified exposure to Masternode coins with different passive income rates

●

Power of syndication to continuously maintain passive income and access to larger bonus
rewards of Masternodes

●

No fee structure (zero management fee and zero performance fee), the only remuneration is
taken from Masternode rewards

●

All the block rewards of masternode coins are given to the investors bi-weekly

●

Investors have the opportunity to sell anytime the fund token on crypto exchanges

●

1-click investment through our Chainfund (chainfund.ch) platform

●

Algorithmic portfolio management with Quant, AI, and professional fund manager

2. Portfolio Strategy
2.1. General Objective
Our goal is to generate stable cash-flows by collecting rewards from masternodes, and to limit the fund
exposure to market volatility. We follow a balanced approach building on qualitative and quantitative
insights to optimally allocate the capital among the hundreds Masternode-enabled cryptocurrencies.
We consider both POW Masternode-enabled coins and POS Masternode-enabled coins, but not
POS-only coins (e.g. Tzero, EOS). This is because Masternode rewards are generally higher than
staking rewards. The power of syndication of MNODE satisfies the collateral requirement and allows
access to large reward structure of Masternodes. We consider Masternode rewards as passive income
or ROI. Spare amounts from collateral requirements will be invested in staking wallets or used for
liquidity.

2.2. Allocation Methodology
The portfolio allocation takes place in several steps leveraging the above analytics to construct metrics
and constraints for the portfolio. We first compute a score between zero (worst) and one (best) for many
criteria described in Sections 2. We then rank the coins by computing a weighted average of these
scores, a more relevant criteria has higher weight, and split the coins in three groups for a diversified
market exposure (avoid single point of failure).
The above metrics are not a sufficient condition in terms of allocation and we also take into account the
following informations. We define percentile amongst the projects having masternodes in market
capitalization (source: masternodes.online).
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Portfolio Template. In general, we plan to respect the
●

Tier 1 coins have a total of at most 75% exposure in the fund,

●

Tier 2 coins have a total of at most 12% exposure in the fund,

●

Tier 3 coins have a total of at most 3% exposure in the fund.

●

BTC and Stable coins have a total of at most 10% exposure in the fund (liquidity, margin needs
and/or short-term opportunities).

●

We do not allow ourselves for liquidity reason to buy more than 2% of the market cap of the
coin itself.

The preliminary choice of Masternode coins for the fund is given in Table 1.

Table 1. A portfolio snapshot of MNODE masternode coins
Coin

Ranking

Type of coins

Portfolio Weight

Market exposure

Dash

Tier 1

Privacy coin

50.00%

0.31%

PIVX

Tier 1

Privacy coin

9.00%

0.91%

Syscoin

Tier 1

e-commerce

5.00%

0.67%

SmartCash

Tier 1

Currency coin

2.50%

0.35%

Zcoin

Tier 1

Privacy coin

14.00%

1.96%

Bulwark

Tier 2

Privacy coin

1.80%

1.89%

Stakenet

Tier 2

Cross-chain staking

1.00%

0.55%

Gin

Tier 2

Masternode
Platform

2.50%

2.18%

Phore

Tier 2

Private
Decentralized
Marketplace

1.00%

0.87%

Alqo

Tier 3

Multi-purpose coin

1.00%

1.90%

Solaris

Tier 3

Privacy coin

0.50%

1.46%

Monetary Unit

Tier 3

Funding coin

1.00%

1.31%

Apollon

Tier 3

Masternode
Platform

0.70%

2.22%

1-click

1-click

Optimal Allocation. We aim to maximize the fund cash-flows while controlling the fund market price
uncertainty. We thus balance two objectives:
●

high cash-flows generation by selecting Masternodes with high rewards

●

low market price risk exposure by selecting more mature projects with less volatile coin, and
by partially hedging against major crypto market movements.

In short, we try to optimize the fund ROI by choosing the masternodes allocation that maximizes the
future hedged returns (first line). In addition, we impose some constraint on the maximum amount of
risk taken by the fund (second line) that prevents us to take too risky positions and incentives hedging.
Finally, we make sure that the allocation is feasible, meaning that we have enough coins and keep
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enough liquidity (third line). Note that, because the problem (1) is complex and high-dimensional, we
resort to advanced numerical techniques in order to solve it.
Rewards Reallocation. Along the life of the Masternode fund, coins will be received as rewards and
part of them will be reinvested in new Masternodes. However, because the coin requirements are
typically large, it may take a large amount of time before one could create a new Masternode solely
from the same coin rewards. Therefore, when sufficient liquidity is available, we will convert all the
available coins into a selected coin for which a Masternode will be created. The selected coin will be
determined by following the same approach as above.

3. Fund Administration
3.1. Fund Shares
MNODE will be a closed-end fund meaning that a fixed number of tokens will be issued according to
the amount raised during the Initial Coin Offering. However, the closed-end fund structure prevents
investors from buying new shares (with the exception of buying from exchanges). To facilitate the
investment needs, we have several options:
●

Redemption: Deposits and withdrawals are authorized once every three months. It enables us
to have a long- term investment view as usually high-market volatility tends to drive investors
to act and react on the market which often leads to sell low and buy high.

●

Exchange listing: we list this fund token in different exchanges offsetting constraints of using a
closed-end fund structure by allowing investors to sell their token through an exchange.

●

Reservation pool: We can sell spare tokens from our liquidity pools or market maker.

●

Investment Voting (OPTIONAL): if the amount of MASTER is not enough for new investors, we
will perform a voting scheme to decide if new MASTER token should be minted. Only staked
MASTER has the voting power.

Live Fund Index. To increase price transparency, our website will show a live estimate of the fund
value and expected rewards. This is also good for token transactions on the secondary market. Details
can be found in Section 3.5.

3.2. Reward Structure
Unlike any other funds, the Masternode Fund has no fee structure.

●

0% Management Fees (market offer is 2%)

●

0% Performance Fees (market offer is 20%)

●

0% exit fees, broker fees, and advice fees

We only take remuneration, a payment of commission to continuously maintain and increase
Masternode rewards.
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●

20.7% is distributed for investors proportional to their contributions/ holdings as passive
income

●

10% of Masternodes daily income for fund expenses of the MNODE fund

●

1.8% is distributed to the fund manager

●

67.5% is put back to the Masternodes as re-investments

The re-investment is extremely important as the total number of masternodes is constantly increasing
(e.g from 65,000 to 160,000 in just 3 months (02/21/2018--05/21/2018)). More masternodes of the same
PoS coin mean, less reward rate for each masternode. To overcome this cycle 1) increasing the passive
tokens of a masternode will ensure its power in the associative blockchain and maintain its reward rate,
and 2) re-invest in new masternodes to stay on top of the market development. Moreover, the
re-investment directly increases the Asset under Management (AuM) of the fund, which indirectly
increases the liquidity of the fund and potentially increases the market profits.
Example: Our tokenized Masternode Fund (MNODE) invested 100,000 DASH and set-up a masternode

of DASH platform. Assume that the MNF will receive approximately 20 DASH on Day 1. MNODE will
take 10% * 20 = 2 DASH to maintain its IT infrastructure for running the Masternode. Investors will
receive 20.7% * 20 = 4.14 DASH. The fund manager will receive 1.8% * 20 = 0.36 DASH. The remaining
income 67.5% * 20 = 13.5 DASH will be put back to the Masternode as reinvestments. As a result, on
Day 2, MNODE will have 100,013.5 DASH in its holding and the remuneration continues the same way.
For convenience, investors will receive the reward in ETH. We consolidate them all in one order to
execute. This simplifies the operation process and reduce costs. For example, if a user receive only a
small amount of coin, it might be enough for trade. Even more inconvenient for user, each trade or
transaction costs a fee.

3.3. Redemption Process
The fund has a 3 months redemption, meaning that we allow deposits and withdrawals only every 3
months for investors to either buy more MASTER on our platform or sell MASTER directly and
conveniently, avoiding fees and volatility of exchange trading. We keep the total amounts of MASTER
fixed after ICO as Chainfund sees burning or minting new tokens as an act of price manipulation. To
facilitate a smooth transition from withdrawals (of old investors) to deposits (of new investors) at the
redemption period, we design a concrete process for withdrawals and deposits. For convenience, the
investment currency will be ETH since MNODE uses Ethereum smart-contract technology (other native
currency is possible but it will be subject to market price at the time of conversion to ETH). This
simplifies the operation process and reduces cost for the end user. For example, if a user receive only
a small amount of reward-coins, it might be enough for trade or not. Even if sufficient to trade, transfer
and trading costs may outrun cost-benefit of trading themselves.
Withdrawals. At the redemption period, the fund is open for withdrawals with zero fee.
●

1 week before the redemption, we will ask all investors to lock their MASTER indicating the
fund share they want to withdraw (default is zero).

●

During the redemption period, we will rebalance our portfolio and start paying back the
amount of ETH equal to the amount of ‘withdrawal’ MASTER multiplied by net asset value
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(NAV) of the fund. The payback will be processed in the order of locked MNODE wallet (the
earlier you lock your MASTER, the faster you receive your ETH).
●

The expected duration for processing all withdrawals is 1 week.

Figure 3. Fund Withdrawals
Any withdrawal request outside the redemption period (more than 1 week before and after redemption
starts) will be considered as an early redemption option, which is subject to our processing time and
transaction fees (for converting Masternode coins back to ETH)
Deposits. At the same time, we accept new deposits with zero fee.
●

1 week before redemption, we open deposits for all old and new investors to send their ETH to
the fund.

●

During the redemption period, we will send MASTER to all depositing account an amount
equal to the amount of contributed ETH divided by fund net asset value. The token issue will
be processed in the order of depositing ETH wallets (the earlier you deposit ETH, the sooner
you receive your MASTER).

●

The expected duration for processing all deposits is 1 week.

●

The amount of MASTER is limited and is not guaranteed for all deposits. The ETH amount of
each investor will be protected by the smart contract and will be gave back if no MASTER can
be issued to the investor.

●

OPTIONAL: if the amount of MASTER is not enough for new investors, we will perform a voting
scheme to decide if new MASTER token should be minted. Only staked MASTER has the
voting power.
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Figure 4. Fund Deposits
Any deposit request outside the redemption period will not be accepted in general. Investors need to
buy MASTER in exchanges. However, if the amount is sufficient and the fund operations allow, the
request will be processed by the fund manager and might be accepted.
Early Redemption Option. We give the possibility for clients to exchange MASTER against ETH (via

shares buying/selling smart contract) before redemption (investors can also request other currencies
such as BTC but the operation is subject to the market exchanges). Depending on the amounts, two
situations are possible:
●

If the requested amount is smaller or equal to 10 ETH, then a transfer in ETH at share price
(NAV, published on MNODE website) will be made within 24 hours and charged by a 1% fee.

●

If the requested amount is more than 10 ETH, then a longer execution delay should be
expected and the settlement NAV (net asset value, the total value of underlying assets the fund
/ total amount of MASTER) may include additional liquidation costs.

Note that the early redemption option is a special service and is subject to decisions of MNODE and
the fund manager to guarantee fairness among MASTER holders.
Moreover, the redemption also acts as a price floor protection, ensuring that the price of MASTER
never drops below that of the underlying assets because of market exploits by high-volume traders. A
small percentage of total AuM of MNODE will be allocated automatically as usage demands and held
by the smart contract (in ETH) to facilitate the redemption. For example, if the market price of is smaller
than NAV, MASTER holders are likely to sell MASTER to MNODE at NAV. These tokens are then resold
on exchange at the current NAV or market price, whichever is higher. This ensures that the price stops
dropping below NAV since MASTER tokens are collected and can only be bought at NAV.

3.4. Fund Expenses
Running a Masternode fund requires maintaining a list of Master nodes (i.e. servers for staking
Masternode coins and running Masternode services). This involves several expenses, which will be
covered by the 10% of the remuneration and the 1% operational expenses of MNODE ICO collected
fund.

Server cost
The first type of server is Masternode VPS, which runs on Linux operating system. The cost for this type
of server is typically 10-20$/month.
The second type of server is the Wallet service for the network of Masternode coins, which can run on
Windows. The cost is also 10-20$/month. The third type of server is a control service that to fetch
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reward info, update info to smart contract, and provide view-only API for calculating current reward. The
service runs on Linux and cost is about 50$/month.

Blockchain fees
This includes gas fee for Ethereum network. We implement our smart contract in Solidity and use the
default fees. We also need fee for creating Masternode wallets. Furthermore, we also log relevant
transactions on IPFS for audit purposes. We choose IPFS instead of public blockchain due to its
scalable performance and no fee. However, we need to maintain an IPFS pinning server to upload
detailed financial data, which requires large disk size.

IT operations
Servers are prone to unexpected errors due to software and hardware issues. This requires continuous
monitoring and maintaining, especially 2-3 IT administrators with an average salary of 1K-2K$/month.

3.5. Fund Value Reporting
The Masternode fund value can be split in three terms:
1.

the total current market value of underlying assets

2. the present value of expected future rewards
3.

liquidation and operational costs.

In an effort to increase fund transparency and to reduce the token price volatility, we will report the
total coin value and our estimates of total rewards for different future horizons (1 week, 1 month, and 3
months) regularly.
We expect MASTER token to be in traded on exchanges at a higher price than the initial investment,
ICO price, because the token holders are entitled to attractive, ongoing rewards. In addition, an
investor willing to setup similar positions as the Masternode fund will face non-negligible transaction
and liquidity costs which should also be reflected in the token price by a premium.

4. Token Generation Event
This section describes the MASTER token specifications and the initial coin offer (ICO) schedule.
TO BE PUBLIC
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5. The Team
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Management. He has been featured in many tier 1
media such as the Guardian, Bloomberg, Reuters
and The Financial Times and has already
participated in several speaking events.
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5.2. Management Team

DANNY CHRIST | HEAD OF PARTNERSHIP

Danny is a designated blockchain and ICO consultant at GLG (Gerson
Lehrman Group US) and NSCS, a consultancy for tech-startups and
market-entry in Malaysia. He also advises several ICO projects on
marketing strategies, technical documentation and fundraising,
leveraging from his large network to industry and corporations, and
his ties to a 30.000 strong crypto community. With 12 years’ in
Southeast Asia he is a specialist in the IT and hospitality market.
Danny managed IT projects (ERP, HRM, CRM, POS) for various SMEs.

ANH LE | HEAD OF MARKETING
Graduated

from University of Buckingham and University of

Greenwich (UK), Anh has developed her international skills on
Marketing and Public Relations from top corporations such as HSBC,
An Phat Group & Huobi Pro. Besides, she also has passionate for
community activities as Head of Communications and Advisors at
Lean In Vietnam - a chapter belongs to Lean In Global founded by
Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook.
KHOA TRAN | HEAD OF ENGINEERING

Graduated from HCM University of Technology, one of the top
universities in Vietnam, Khoa has near 10 years working in the
software industry. Being an entrepreneur from very soon when he was
still studying at the university, he founded several companies
including an outsourcing company, a ecommerce and a cross-border
shipping startups. Now Khoa is a Product Director of Chainfund,
together with the team to make an awesome fintech product.
VINH LE  | HEAD OF PRODUCT

Vinh Nguyen is an experienced software engineer with near 10 years
of working in the information technology and services industry. Now
Vinh is the Business Analyst of Chainfund. Before this role, he has six
years working as an entrepreneur together with a Swiss partner to
start-up an IT business specialized in solutions for structured products.
He is also a strong engineering professional with a Master's degree
focused in Computer Science from the Ho Chi Minh City University of
Technology.
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5.3. Advisors
DR. DAMIEN ACKERER | FINANCE ADVISOR

Damien is a quantitative finance professional and a fintech enthusiast. He
worked multiple years as a quantitative researcher and a portfolio manager at
Swissquote Bank in Switzerland. He holds a PhD in Finance from the Ecole
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) and the Swiss Finance Institute, a
Master in Financial Engineering from the EPFL, and a Bachelor in Mathematics
from the University Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris. Damien is an experienced
applied researcher able to rapidly bring advanced quantitative solutions into
production.

BOWEN WANG | BUSINESS ADVISOR

Co-founder of Hydro Protocol. Partner at Random Block Capital. Former
ZhenFund Analyst. Bowen previously worked as Investment Banking Analyst
at Bank of China International and DT Capital. Graduated as Honor Scholar
from New York University majoring in Economics and Mathematics.

HANTAO JIA  | PRODUCT ADVISOR

CGO of DDEX , former product manager from Wanchain . Hantao has over 8
years product development and product marketing experience in several
leading corporation. Graduated from National university of Ireland . Master in
Finance.

HARSH JANI | PARTNERSHIP ADVISOR

Harsh is a serial entrepreneur and an early adopter of blockchain technology
and cryptocurrencies. Along with running his own blockchain services
company, Harsh has experience in working for some of the leading blockchain
companies in variety of roles. One of the companies Harsh is working closely
with is Wanchain and is focused on building partnerships and carrying out
various Business Development activities for them on a global scale.

ZOE SECCULL  | GROWTH ADVISOR

Zoe has worked with a number of blockchain companies since becoming
immersed in the space. She does global business development for Wanchain,
building strategic partnerships for their accelerator, WANLabs. Zoe also helps
Swarm Fund with growth in Europe. She's an avid investor and blockchain
enthusiast. Her friends often call her the crypto queen of London.
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6. Road Map

7. Conclusion
MNODE is a zero-fee tokenized Masternode fund. We invest on Masternode coins with maximal
return-on-investment while maintaining a stable long-term price appreciation. The allocation
methodology will be based on our expertise in financial quantitative methods. Reward distribution will
be automated by Smart Contract and state-of-the-art server-side technologies. We also monitor,
predict, and adapt to market movements based on financial forecast techniques and AI tools in the
future. Joining our fund to earn block rewards periodically independent of market fluctuations.
MNODE is a new fund by Chainfund.ch. Our new blockchain protocol and asset management platform
offers a 1-Click investment experience designed to be open and accessible to everyone. Chainfund
substantiates their highly ambitious nature with their philosophy — investing in high potential
Crypto-assets with long-term values and growth.

PARTNERSHIP
MARKETING AND INVESTOR RELATIONS
The MNODE team will invest substantial amount time upon ICO completion to ensure
market-attractiveness of the Masternode fund to ensure growing demand and awareness. Marketing
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activities to attract more investors through campaigns and press-release on overall performance, new
masternode acquisitions and general market trends will be produced. MASTER token holders will be
able to view detailed information on their holdings and masternode portfolio composition on the
Chainfund website.
MNODE will focus marketing efforts solely on non-regulated markets. No promotion or solicitation will
be performed where participation is forbidden or likely to be forbidden in the near future.
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